Role Description
Role Title: Team Leader of Small Group Leaders
Role Information
Role reports to: Senior Leaders
Engagement type: Permanent part-time. (8 hours per week)
Employee type: Pastoral employee
Staff team member: Yes
Effective date: 08-2022

Purpose of the Role
Overview
The overarching purpose of all roles within Echo Church is to uphold and model the
purposes, core beliefs, and values of Echo Church together with other employees,
volunteers, and members of Echo Church.
The purpose of this role is to oversee the Small Group Ministry of Echo Church, with a
specific focus on pastoring and supporting the Small Group Leaders so they feel loved, seen,
encouraged and empowered to become transformed individuals who think, live and love
like Jesus and who inspire their Small Groups to do the same. This looks like pursuing a
supernatural lifestyle through a life of worship, where love is our highest goal, as we pursue
authentic connection with one another, with our aim to live in healthy, honouring and
loving relationships together.
Pastoral Responsibilities and Expectations
Create a culture of “Heaven to Earth” in the Small Group Leaders and among all Small
Groups. This is done primarily through pastoring and equipping Small Group Leaders. This
role will reflect our values of love and honour built around a focus of authentic connection.
It involves caring for volunteer team members with effective communication, resourcing,
and encouragement and care of the team.
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Gifting Requirements of the Role
The person in this role will have a demonstrated ability to gather others and build teams
and inspire people to pursue an ever-growing relationship with Jesus. They are committed
to a lifestyle that creates a culture of risk* where it is normal and necessary for us to move
in power and for signs, wonders and miracles to be evident through our lives. They have
clear communication skills and leadership gifting that will enable the creation of effective
and honouring connections, with the rest of the leadership team members and the Small
Group Leaders.

For a full role description please contact admin@echochurch.org.au

* ‘culture of risk’ refers to a culture where it is encouraged and celebrated to step out into
‘risk’ by taking action like giving a prophetic word, or word of knowledge, or praying for
someone to be healed. Echo Church believes that the only way to step into your
supernatural destiny is to develop a culture of risk. We have all the gifts available to us and
it is ‘risk’ that allows that to become evident.
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